Stereo Video Object Segmentation Using Stereoscopic Foreground Trajectories.
We present an unsupervised segmentation framework for stereo videos using stereoscopic trajectories. The proposed stereo trajectory shows favorable properties for modeling the long-term motion information through the whole sequence and explicitly capturing the corresponding relationships between two stereo views. The stereo prior is important for inferring the desired object and guarantees the consistent spatial-temporal segmentation, which contributes to an enjoyable stereo experience. We start by deriving stereo trajectories from left and right views simultaneously, which are represented via a graph structure. Then we detect object-like stereo trajectories via the graph structure to efficiently infer the desired object. Finally, an energy optimization function is proposed to produce the stereo segmentation results via leveraging the object information from stereo trajectories. To benefit potential research, we collected a new stereoscopic video benchmark, which consists of a total of 50 stereo video clips and includes many challenges in segmentation. Extensive experimental results demonstrate that our stereo segmentation method achieves higher performance and preserves better stereo structures, compared with prevailing competitors. The source code and results are available at: https://github.com/shenjianbing/StereoSeg.